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Denali National Park and Preserve, an area of about 24,400 square kilometers (9,400 sq.
miles) in central Alaska, is home to 80-100 wolves at the end of most biological years (late
April-early May), just prior to the birth of new young. Figure 1 shows the territories of 15
study groups of wolves in Denali at the end of biological year 2005-06.

Figure 1. Territories of Denali wolves, April 2006. Dotted boundaries indicate somewhat speculative territories due to recent interruptions in radio collar contact. The dotted green (Toklat) and orange (Toklat West) boundaries (groups #2-3) represent a contraction and expansion of territories
following the trapping and shooting losses of the experienced Toklat adults in 2005.

Wolf family groups appear to survive the longest in eastern areas of Denali under natural
conditions, apparently because of higher prey diversity and abundance (Haber 2006a). Virtually all of the groups shown in Figure 1 are vulnerable to hunting and trapping. This complicates determinations of their natural longevity but, together with the behavioral information, sheds light on some of the likely biological consequences of human exploitation.
Two Denali groups - Toklat/East Fork, i.e., “Toklat,” (#2 in Fig. 1) and Savage, a predecessor of Margaret (#1) - have yielded the most detailed information. I have studied Toklat
since 1966 (Haber 1977, 2002, 2006a); this is probably the same family lineage that Adolph
Murie first studied in 1939-1941 (Murie 1944, pers. commun. 1966). Savage was a well-
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established family when I began my research in 1966; I continued observing Savage until
1983, when it disappeared almost certainly due to illegal aerial hunting.

Social Organization
Wolf social organization is based on two unusual evolutionary strategies among vertebrates: cooperative breeding and cooperative hunting. The long-term research on Toklat,
Savage, and other Denali groups has provided valuable insights about both forms of cooperation.
Cooperative Breeding
Cooperative breeding involves “helping” behavior: Non-breeders assist the breeders of a
group in raising their young. In most cooperatively breeding species, helpers are typically
young females - a breeding pair’s offspring from the previous year.
The observations of Toklat and Savage reveal more complex variations of helping and
other breeding-related cooperation. In both groups, virtually all non-breeders, including
high-ranking adult males as well as females, helped raised the young during and after the
denning season. Breeders even assisted other breeders when there were multiple litters,
communally at the same den or rendezvous site and at widely separated sites. In most
cases, it was next to impossible to distinguish between breeders and non-breeders on the
basis of their behavior alone; all behaved like parents.
Some female helpers lactated and nursed the young cooperatively with the mother. I have
observed as many as two or more of these pseudopregnancies (Hrdy 2001; Mech and Boitani 2003) simultaneously in the Toklat family. Close monogamous reproductive bonds
were the rule, but I also documented one instance of cooperative polygyny (in Toklat), between a mother and daughter and the unrelated alpha male.
Much of this helping appeared to be altruistic – it did not arise as an artifact of any obvious
potential direct gains in fitness (e.g., “practice” for motherhood, delayed dispersal related to
resource conditions). Figures 2-3 illustrate altruistic helping in the early-1970s Savage family. The Savage beta (second-ranking) male took the initiative in most routine group activities but deferred breeding to the alpha male for at least 5-6 of his prime reproductive years.
The beta male was capable and experienced enough to find his own mate in another good
prey area but instead remained within the Savage family as the ultimate helper.
If the Savage beta male was the alpha male’s sibling, as seemed likely, this was kin selection at work. If he was unrelated, it was probably a form of reciprocity (Clutton-Brock 2002;
Haber 2002; Nowak 2006). In 2001, two newcomer sibling males took over the Toklat family less than three months after the established alpha male died during radio collaring. One
became the new alpha. Both closely attended the unrelated dead alpha male’s four pups
(Haber 2002).
Successful inbreeding is the most extreme form of cooperation that I have observed in Toklat, Savage, and other Denali groups. For example, the Savage alpha male’s mate in Figure
3 was almost certainly also his daughter, one of two daughters with whom he mated for four
consecutive years, 1970-1973, and produced 27 pups. Two of the 1970 pups then produced their own litter of four pups in 1972, and this litter was raised within the group together with the primary litter of five.
Similarly, the Toklat adults were trapped and shot in 2005, leaving six surviving one- and
two-year-old siblings (Fig. 4), i.e., from their litters of 2003 (3 of 4 pups) and 2004 (3 of 6).
Two months later these siblings produced eight pups via at least two lactating females. In
2006, they produced six more pups, again with at least two lactating females (Fig. 5).
(Text continues at bottom p. 4)
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Figures 2, 3a, 3b. Altruistic helping. The experienced tan-gray beta (second-ranking) male of the
Savage family was an altruistic helper for at least 5-6 of his prime reproductive years, taking the initiative in most routine activities but deferring breeding to the alpha male. In the above January 1971
scene, the beta male is leading, as usual, while the black alpha male follows passively, in this case
at the end of the line (single-file travel is typical of wolves). The alpha male was extremely assertive
during the annual courtship and mating activities two months later (below), forcing the beta male and
all others to refrain from direct contact with his (tan-gray) mate while she was in estrus. The beta
male was attracted to her and followed 4-5 meters (15 ft.) behind the pair almost non-stop (3a) but
did not challenge the alpha male and thus did not mate. While playing with his mate (3b), the alpha
male casts a menacing stare at the beta male (bottom of picture). The beta male immediately submits by looking away and raising a front paw and does not approach any closer. The alpha male’s
control of the group during these potentially explosive annual sexual activities is also illustrated by
the behavior of the young black wolf who is sitting behind, watching intently. The raised left paw indicates the alpha male’s warning to the beta male is leaving a strong impression on this wolf as well.
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Figure 4. Successful inbreeding appears to be relatively common in the Denali region. The six Toklat
siblings (3 yearlings, 3 two-year-olds) shown in this April 2005 scene were orphaned in early 2005
with the trapping-shooting deaths of their parents and others of the group. They produced eight
pups in May 2005 and six more in May 2006. The Savage alpha male’s mate in Figures 3a and 3b
was almost certainly one of two daughters with whom he produced 27 pups in four consecutive litters
from 1970-1973, and two of the 1970 sibs produced a second litter within the group in 1972.

Figures 5a, 5b. Eight of the fourteen one-to-three-year-old siblings still comprising the Toklat family
in May 2006 await first emergence of their six youngest (three-week-old) siblings at the natal den.
Eleven of 17 siblings present in October 2006 socialize with typical close body contact. The pups
born in May are now almost the size of their older brothers and sisters.

The absence of any obvious negative consequences from this close inbreeding can be explained in at least two ways. Established wolf societies are relatively closed to newcomers
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and, more importantly, newcomer-breeding, which may facilitate purging of genetic loads
(deleterious recessive genes). Advantages accruing from sophisticated cooperation among
close kin could also offset disadvantages from any losses of phenotypic variation or the effects of inbreeding depression.
Cooperative Hunting
The cooperative hunting that I observed included widely used tactics such as “nose-hind
end” moose-killing (Fig. 6), coordinated distant setup and pursuit, driving prey into difficult
escape terrain, and mineral-lick ambushing. Other tactics were apparently developed and
used by only one group, such as Savage’s “storm-and-circle” testing of moose (Fig. 7).
Wolves rely on sophisticated cooperative pursuit, testing, and killing tactics such as these
because of the difficulty and danger posed by physically superior prey such as moose,
mountain sheep, and caribou. In a sample of 4,291 kilometers (2,666 miles) of their travels
over a series of mild, severe, and average winters, Savage and Toklat killed moose, sheep,
and caribou with average success rates of 2-9, 22-27, and about 45 percent, respectively
(based on the number killed of the total individual moose they encountered, and the number killed of the total groups of sheep and caribou encountered). In this sample, they scavenged rather than killed 60-77 percent of the moose they ate and 47-48 percent of the
moose, caribou, and sheep they ate combined (Haber 1977). (Text continues on p. 10)
Figures 6a-e. A widely-used killing tactic. This five-photo sequence of the 13 Toklat wolves killing a
moose in March 1973 illustrates the “nose-hind end” maneuver, an intelligent tactic that wolves of
many regions commonly use on a moose they have determined to be vulnerable. It is an obvious
way for them to try to neutralize the dangerous strikes of the moose’s front feet. The victim is a cow
moose that I determined from examination of the remains and tooth analysis to be in poor condition
and of extreme age – about 19 years old. But it was still necessary for the wolves to mount two
highly coordinated attacks over a period of more than an hour, illustrating why they usually avoid
trying to kill a moose in prime condition.

6a – 10:12 a.m. Though mortally wounded in the first attack an hour earlier (note the blood patch and heavily
tracked snow), the moose was able to continue threatening the wolves. Recognizing that they had seriously
wounded her, they backed off to a safer distance and rested, still surrounding her and forcing her to stand while
she stiffened, lost more blood, and weakened. Now, they are organizing the second attack. The tan wolf in front
of the moose distracts her while a black wolf approaches cautiously from the left to grab her by the nose, the
most important and most dangerous move of all. This will help anchor down her front end, effectively preventing
her from wheeling and striking out with her deadly front hoofs as other wolves attack from the rear and sides.
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6b-c – 10:19 a.m. The experienced black wolf holds her securely by the nose with powerful jaws,
enabling three other wolves to latch onto her rear end, in the upper inside thigh area; her thighs are
already red from the earlier attack. Within seconds two other wolves join in, one at her throat and
the other between the front legs. A minute or so later, most of the 13 wolves are attacking from the
rear and near the front while the same black wolf continues to pull hard at the nose. But she stands
for several more minutes – a 350-400-kilogram (800-lb.) mortally wounded, very old cow moose under at least 400-500 kilograms (1,000 lbs.) of wolves!
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6d – 10:25 a.m. She collapses and is dead almost immediately. The 13 wolves crowd around and
begin eating together voraciously; a family group such as this seldom adheres to any “feeding order,”
despite a common myth. Note the steam rising into the cold March air.

6e – 11:10 a.m. Within 45 minutes, the 13 wolves have consumed most edible portions of the
moose – an average of 18-23 kilograms (40-50 lbs.) per wolf. Eleven wolves are still crowded
around the carcass; two others just outside the picture have eaten their fill. The wolves remain at the
site for the next two and a half days, resting, playing, and gnawing at the scant remains. When they
depart to begin another hunt, there is little but loose hair, stomach and intestinal contents, hoofs, and
a few of the largest bones to indicate where a moose had stood. They even eat much of the bloodsoaked snow.
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Figures 7a-d. A unique moose-testing tradition? In this four-photo January 1971 sequence, 11
wolves of the Savage family test a bull moose (antlers shed) to determine its vulnerability. Wolves
generally test a moose before deciding if they should attempt to kill it, but Savage regularly did this in
a more organized way - with a “storm-and-circle” tactic - than I have observed for any other wolves.
On average, 95 percent of the winter wolf-moose encounters in Denali end with the wolves leaving
without a kill, as in this sequence.

7a. The wolves provoke a response by rushing the moose.

7b. They circle the moose closely to evaluate the response (two wolves lag slightly behind the others, at the top of the photo). With computer-like precision, they study the moose for perhaps dozens
of indicators of its condition and resolve. The more of a response the Savage wolves were able to
provoke in these tests the more effectively it seemed they could complete their evaluation.
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7c-d. Within minutes, the wolves judge this moose to be too much to handle. They linger briefly –
an inexperienced black pup more reluctant to leave than the others - but soon depart in search of
easier prey.
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Implications of Exploitation
The complex cooperative behavior of wolves cannot be expected to sustain major hunting
and trapping losses. This behavior is much more adaptive for exploiting prey than for withstanding exploitation. In Haber (1996), I summarized information from 17 studies indicating
that human killing at annual rates of 15-20 percent or higher is likely to exert lingering impacts on the social structure and other behavior, hunting patterns, distribution, genetic
variations, and mortality patterns of survivors and recolonizers. There was even evidence
of related sharp mortality increases well after human killing had decreased or ended.
These and other observations warn that human killing endangers the very sociality (or eusociality) that sets wolves and a handful of other species apart and makes them so interesting and important from ecological, scientific, and other standpoints. They caution against
relying on simple numerical recovery as an index of well being. Survivors and recolonizers
may quickly re-establish the numbers of wolves in an area, but this provides little assurance
against an eventual long-term population collapse, if the social underpinnings have been
shredded. There is no certainty even of short-term numerical recoveries. Wolf populations
have remained unnaturally low across much of northern and northwestern Alaska since
heavy aerial hunting in the 1950s-1960s, for example, despite an abundance of caribou.
Under natural conditions, wolf populations typically sustain annual losses of 35-40 percent
due primarily to mortality and dispersal of pups and subadults. Hunting and trapping losses
of only 15-20 percent can result in more serious, longer-lasting impacts because they more
often include key adults, only a relative few of which guide or take the initiative in the
group’s most important activities. This is especially true for aerial shooting, such as in the
state-sponsored wolf control programs currently underway across approximately 170,000
square kilometers (65,000 sq. miles) of Alaska (Haber 2006b).
Wolves that depend heavily on difficult prey, such as moose and mountain sheep in eastern
Denali, require at least 2-3 years of learning from experienced adults in order to become
proficient hunters (Haber 1977). Much of the hunting, territorial, and related behavior that I
have observed in Denali amounts to traditions that young wolves learn during their prolonged period of dependency, which in human terms equals at least a quarter of a normal
lifespan. “Storm-and-circle” moose testing (Fig. 7) is an example of a learned tradition that
may have been unique to the Savage family. I have not observed any other group use this
tactic, before or since Savage disappeared in 1983.
Only now are the most serious consequences of the human-caused losses that Toklat suffered in 2005 perhaps emerging. In early 2005, the Toklat alpha female and two younger
wolves of the group were trapped, the alpha male was shot, and a young female became
separated during these events and dispersed. This left only the six one- and two-year-old
Toklat siblings mentioned earlier. Toklat was suddenly converted from a group with 7-8
years of experience (the age of the adults) to yearlings and two-year-olds. The young Toklat survivors are reproducing successfully (Figs. 4-5), but there may be other problems.
The Toklat survivors were orphaned before completing the 2-3 years of learning normally
required for hunting proficiency in this area. Figure 8 shows the radio-tracking locations
that I obtained for Toklat (including during extraterritorial forays) until the early-2005 trapping and shooting losses. Figure 9 shows the subsequent locations of the young Toklat
survivors though 2006. Apparently the young survivors had not fully learned the established territory at the time the adults were killed. They are using only a small portion of it,
and meanwhile the neighboring group to the west is expanding its territory into the unused
portion (Fig. 1 – orange dotted line). (Text continues on p. 12)
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Figure 8. Prior to the early 2005 trapping-hunting deaths of the experienced adults, the Toklat family
maintained a relatively large territory. Toklat also embarked on sporadic winter extraterritorial forays,
as is routine for established groups even during periods of food abundance within their own areas.

Figure 9. Apparently the young Toklat survivors had not yet learned the established territory when
the experienced adults were trapped and shot in early 2005. Since then they have used only a
small, eastern portion of the territory, mostly hunting snowshoe hares during a coincidental peak in
the 8-11-year hare cycle. Meanwhile, the neighboring group to the west – i.e., Toklat West (Fig. 1) –
has expanded its activities into the western areas.
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Their shortage of hunting-related expertise is also indicated by a tendency to remain in the
same areas for long periods during the winter and to do little if any sheep hunting. Sheep
hunting has long dominated Toklat’s winter routine and has been integral to Toklat’s impressive longevity and sociality (Haber 2006a). But sheep hunting requires prolonged
learning, including repeated coaxing from adults just to get the young wolves to overcome
their fear of traveling in the high mountains and steep ridges where sheep live (Fig. 10).
By coincidence, the young Toklat wolves were orphaned at or near the peak of the latest 811-year snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) cycle. Hares are still plentiful in this area and
relatively easy to catch. The Toklat wolves are hunting hares regularly with high success,
to the almost complete exclusion of much more difficult moose, sheep, and caribou hunting.
This is in contrast to the continuing emphasis on moose, sheep, and caribou by the neighboring groups and other current study groups, and to what I observed for all previous generations of Toklat and other groups, including during previous snowshoe hare peaks.
Hare numbers will soon crash. It remains to be seen if Toklat will re-establish a territory
sufficiently large to provide enough moose and sheep to maintain the current size of 12-17
wolves – indeed, if the current generation will adequately learn to hunt these prey at all.
Figure 10a-d. The Toklat wolves have long relied heavily on mountain sheep as a primary winter
food source. Sheep hunting requires skills that the young wolves learn from the adults during their
first 2-3 winters. Most important, by following the adults they gradually overcome a natural fear of
traveling in the high, treacherous mountains where sheep live. The trapping-shooting deaths of the
Toklat adults in early 2005 orphaned the oldest offspring midway through their second winter. Thus
far, these siblings and their own young have shown little if any inclination or ability to hunt sheep.

10a-c (above and next page).The Toklat family hunts sheep atop a steep 1,700-meter (5,600-ft.)
ridge in March 2004, with the 7-8-year-old parents (light female, dark male) leading. As the wolves
approach, the sheep run 15 meters (50 ft.) down the opposite side of the ridge (in shadows) where
they are safe. The wolves and sheep stare at each other for a few minutes, then the wolves leave.
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10d (below). The neighboring Toklat West family, led by experienced adults, travels across a steep,
icy slope in typical sheep-hunting terrain in October 2006. Note that one of the wolves is 20-30 meters (70-90 ft) upslope from the last wolf in the line of six (center of photo).
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